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SOMMARIO" Questo articolo, insieme con il precedente mappings on manifolds and for Hamiltonian systems (Cha -

(Parte! : Teoria, pubblicato in questa stessa rivista) è inteso ter B). Preleminarly, in Sec. 2, some generaI problems on t:e

a formre un metodo esplicito per il calcolo di tutti gli espo- reliability of numericaI computations are discussed.

nenti caratteristici di Lyapunov per un sistema dinamico.
Dopo la teoria generale su tali esponenti sviluppata nella pri- 1.2. The present Part Il is Iargely indipendent of Part I,

ma parte, qui si illustra il metodo di calcolo (Capitolo A) e si and we hope that it can be readable even without a detailed

danno esempi numerici per applicazioni di varietà in sè e per knowledge of the Iatter. In order to concentrate on the essen-

sistemi Hamiltoniani (Capitolo B). tial problems, we wiII consider the case of a diffeomorphism

T of a differentiable compact connected manifold M onto it-

SUMMARY" The present paper, together with the previous self. Indeed the case of a differentiable flow {Tt} essentially

one (Part l: Theory, published in this journal) is intended reduces to the previous one because, as already remarked

to give an explicit method for computing all Lyapunov in Sec. 1.4.4 (l ), the LCEs of a flow { Tt} are the same as

Characteris!ic Exponents of a dynamical system. After the those of the mapping T1. However, by the method described

general theory on such exponents developed in the first below one can aIso consider differentiable mappings more

part, in the present paper the computational method is generaI than diffeomorphisms (sse Sec. 1.3.2). Z+ will denote

described (Chapter A) and some numerical examples for the nonnegativeintegers and ln the naturallogarithm.

mappings on manifolds and for Hamiltonian systems are
given ( Chapter B ). .. 2. Some problems on numencaI studles of stochasticity .

2.1. In the present section for convenience we will use

1. Introduction. the following simp1ified notation: having fixed x EM we

1.1. Lyapunov Characteristic Exponents (briefly LCEs) denote.xt= Ttx(inparticularxo=x)andEt= TTtxM.
are of particular interest in the study of stochasticity prop- ~ f~st g~n~raI problem concems the numericaI errors,

erties of dynamicaI systems, being essentially related to the WhlCh m pnnclple could be particulary relevant in our case,

exponentiaI divergence of nearby orbits; one then often beca~se we are interested in computing Iimits when t-+ 00.

meets with the problem of their explicit n~mericaI compu- Pre~lsely, given a point x EM, the «true» orbit{xt} tEZ + is

tation. The method for computing the maximaI one was defmed; analogously, given a vector v E Eo' the sequence of

already given in ref [I] (see aIso [2] and [3]), while the evolved vectors {dT:v}tEz+,wheredT:vEEt'isaIsodefined.

method for computing alI of them, based on the possibi1ity of In principle, these sequences are computed by iterations,

computing LCEs of order greater than one which are related using the properties Tt = T o Tt-l and dT: = dT Ttx o dT:-l.

to the exponentiaI increase of volumes, was annonced in the A~tually, due to unavoidable errors, one computes sequences

brief note [4 ], where a numericaI app1ication was aIso given. {Xt}tEZ + and (V~}tEZ + which are only some appr(jximations

In the paper [5], which constitutes the first part of the to {Xt}tEZ+ and {dT:v}tEZ+ respectively; precisely, one can

present work, the generaI theory of LCEs was recalled and only controI that the error be small at each iteration step,

in particular the relation between the exponents of order one while nothing is known a priori for Iarge t. The problem of

and those of greater order, which is at the basis of the numer- the relations between true orbits { Xt } and «pseudoorbits»

icaI method for the computation of all LCEs, was given. {x~} was studied by means of numericaI experiments in [6].

Now, in this second part, we illustrate the computationaI From the results reported there and inspired by the so-called

method (Chapter A) and give some numericaI examples for Anosov-Bowen theorem it appears that, if the orbit has a

sufficiently stochastic behaviour and if the precision of the

computation at each step is high enough, the time averages

* Istituto di Fisica dell'Università, Via Marzolo 8, 35100 Padova" of continuous functions on M computed along a pseudoorbit

** Istituto di Fisica e Istituto di Matematica dell'Università Via are practically reliable. One can conjecture that the same
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happens for what concerns the computation of LCEs, al- for p = l, ..., m, where [V1' ..., Vp] denotes the open

though nothing is known at the moment. parallelepiped defined by the vectors v1' ..., Vp E Eo and
VolP denotes the p-dimensional (Riemannian) volume in the

2.2. Another important problem is related to the role tangent spaces to -M; in particular, VOl1([v1]) = Il V111, where

played by the T-invariant Borel probability mesaure Il on Il.11 denotes the norm induced in Eo by the Riemannian
M appearing in Theorem 1.5 if one takes into consideration metric on M .
the effect of numerical errors. This problem too has been However, the direct application of this formula meets with
studied in an experimental way in the s1ightly different two difficulties. Precisely, if v is chosen at random one has
contex of computations of time averages in [6,7]. The in general that Il dT:v Il increases exponentia11y with increasing
conclusion there drawn is that, if T admits a Liouville t, so that it rapidly exceeds the possibilities of ordinary
mesaure IlL' this one appears to play a privileged role in numerical computations; this is indeed the case if X1 (x) > O,
numerical computations, at least if the system has suffi- in virtue of Theorem 1.5. Furthermore, it occurs that, if
ciently strong stochastic properties. One can then again v1 and V2 are chosen at random, the angle between the
conjecture that the same should happen in the computa- directions of dT:v1 and dT:v2 in genera1 becomes rapidly
tions of LCEs. so sma11 that again the possibi1ities of ordinary numerica1

Now, many dynamical systems of interest are non conser- computations are exceeded; indeed this can be easily shown
vative and thus do not admit a Liouvi1le measure; such are for as a consequence ofTheorem 1.5 ifone has X1(x) > X2(X).

example the systems studied by Lorenz (see [8,9]) and
Henon [lo]. 3.2. In the computation of the maximal LCE X1 only the

In particular, the maximal LCEs for the Lorenz and the first difficulty occurs, and it is overcome by a well known
Henon models have been numerically computed in [ 11 ] and procedure that takes profit of the linearity and of the com-
[12]respectively. position law dTt+sv = dTt (dTSv) for the tangentx Xs x

The problem of a privileged measure for numerical exper- mappings {dT:). Roughly speaking, having fixed a number
iments on such systems, in the sense explained in [ 6, 7 ], s of iterations, one replaces after each s iterations the evolved
is also a delicate one, which is completely open to our tangent vector dT:v by another vector having the same
knowledge (see however [13, 14 ]. direction and a fixed norm, for example norm l. More preci-

sely, having fixed s ~ l, one can choose at random v E Eo

2.3. Finally, another problem is related to the circum- with Il v Il = 1 and defme and compute recursively

stance that T rnight not be explicitly defined on the manifold Ew =vEM; for example, M could be a compact component r E of a o O

surface of constant energy, with dim r E = 2n -l, and the ~k = Il dT: Wk -111
(k-l) s

flow be defined by differential equations on an open subset

U of R2n. Then, due to numerical errors, the pseudoorbit dT:(k~I)SWk-1will not 1ie exactly on M and the computed vectors {v;} will Wk = ~ EEks

k
not be tangent to M, even if one had initially x EM and v .. k 1 O th .l th tlor ""' .ne en easl y sees a

tangent to M. In such case, this difficulty is overcome in
virtue of Corollary 1.9, which insures that the LCEs comput- Il dT: Sv Il = ~1 ...~k

ed for the flow on U are the same as those for the induced f k 1 th t b . 1 hor ~ , so a o VlOUS y one as

flow on M, apart from a vanishing one.
1 k

X1 = lim -L ln ~..A. THE NUMERICAL METHOD. k-+~ ks i = 1 I

3. The method for the maximal exponent. Now, if s is not too large, all of the quantities ~fi ~ l) are

3.1. Neglecting all the difficulties related to the general uniformly bounded and no difficulty arises. A minor variant
problems discussed in Sec. 2, we come now to the specific ofthis method is presented in [1] (see also [2]).

problems that one encounters in the numerical application
ofTheorem 1.5.

Let M be a compact connected m-dimensional Riemannian 4. The method for aU exponents.

manifold of class C1, and T a diffeomorphism of M i-1tO 4.1. The second difficulty occurs when at least two vectors
itself. One wants to compute the LCEs X1(x), ..., Xm(x) as are involved, i.e. already in the computation of xfx), and
defined in Sec. 1.2. Given m initial vectors V1' ..., Vm EEO' in general in the computation.of Xp(x) for 2 .;;;p .;;;m, where
chosen at random in th: usual sense of the term, one. ~as the evaluation of VolP([dT:v1' ..., dT:vp]) is required.
thus to eva1uate, according to Theorem 1.5, the quant1t1es Indeed, if the vectors v1' ..., Vp are chosen at random,

1 the angles bet\\.een the directions of dTtv. and dTtv. (i * l.
)x I x 1

l~ -ln VoiP([dT:v1' ..., dT:vp]) = (l) be~om~ ~n general too smaU for numerica~ computations.

1 t Th1S d1fflculty can be overcome on the basls of the follow-

ing simple remark: an invertible linear mapping, as our
= X1(X) + ...+ X (x) t t .. l . -d .. 1p angen mappmg lS, maps mear p 1ffienS1Ona subspaces
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onto linear subspaces of the same dimension, and the 'rate for j = 2, ..., p.

of growth' of p-dimensional volumes under the action of any
O h 1 hne t en eas y sees t at

linear mapping A, i.e.
R(P) -a(l) a(p)Voi!'(A(U)) ~ -k ...k ,

VoIP(U) so that, by (2),

.. h .d d -'. . 1 VoIP([dTkSv l ' ..., dTksv ]) =where U lS an open set m t e consl ere p-u1InenS1Ona x x P

subspace, does not depend on the choice of the open set = (ai1). ..akl~ ...(ar) ...akP») (3)

U. Indeed, for a given linear mapping this is just an intrinsic ..
t .t f th b . I d where I ~ p ~ m, and alI the requlred volumes are thus glven

quan 1 yo e su space mvo ve .
Th 1 ft h . t t . Il th as a byproduct of the orthonormalization procedure.

us one can rep ace a er eac s m era lons a e p
.In such way one also obtains a direct formula for

evolved tangent vectors by a set of p other vectors spanrung ...
h -'. . 1 b d .t bl h f X l (X)' ..., Xm(x); mdeed by (l) and (3) one 1Inmedlately

t e same p-u1InenS1Ona su space an SUI a y c osen, or
example p vectors which form an orthonormal set. More gets

precisely, one can choose at random the vectors v l' ..., v P E 1 k
EE o with (v., v.) = 8.., where (,) is the scalar product induc- Xp (x) = lim -'.In a~p)

Il Il k-~ ks .L I
ed in Eo by the Riemannian metric onM and, as usual I = 1

\ O if i * j for 1 ~ p ~ m. This is the relation that was actually applied

8.. = } .in our computations.
Il 1 if i = j A completely analogous algorithm also holds for the

Then one defines recursively computation of alI LCEs X1 (x), ..., Xn(X) of the family

.dT: where x EM and dT: : TxN-+- TT tN (see Sec. 1.3).
W~)=VjEEO' j=I,...,p, x

13kP) = VoIP ([dT:(k-l).r Wk~l' ..., dT:(k-l).rwk~l])' B. NUMERICAL TESTS AND EXAMPLES.

where { w(Jì} is an arbitrar y orthonormalization of 5. Generalities.k l<j<p
5.1. According to what explained in the previous section,

{dTS wf> J1 <1.<P , and wV) E Eks' for k;;;" l. we then compute the quantitiesx(k-l).r -

1 k
One then easily sees that X~k, s) (x)= -L In ar)

kSj=l
VoIP([dT:sv1' ..., dT:svp]) = {3fP) ...f31p). (2) for 1 ~p ~m and expect that, as k increases, X~k.S) (x)

approaches a sufficiently well definèd limit to be identified
In such way, by relation (I) one can compute ~1 (x) + with the LCE Xp(x).
+ ...+ Xp(x) for 1 ~ p ~ m. The computatlon of From the very definition of X(k.s)(x) it follows that it
Xl(X)' ..., Xm(X) thus requires the computation of suitable depends on k and s only thrO:gh their product r = ks.
p-dimensional volumes for allI ~ p ~ m Thus we will write in the following X:) (x) instead of X~k.s) (x).

Moreover we may expect that :
4.2. As a matter of fact, a particular choice of the ortho- ( )l) lim r

normalization procedure allows one to evaluate alI such r-+ ~ Xp

volumes at once by computing the evolution of just m. . d d t f th h . f th .. t .
al t.lS m epen en o e c olce o e 1IU 1 vec ors V1' ..., Vp

vectors. Indeed, for any k;;;" 1 , choose the Gram-Schmldt .f th h t d d that h li .t .
al t1 ey are c osen a ran om, an suc nu lS equ o

orthonormalization procedure defined by the recursive ( ) fì 1 Xpx or "",p"",m,
formulae

m

a(1)= ll dTs w(l) Il 2) lim ~ ;V(r)(x)=O
k X ( k-l ) .r k-1 r-+ ..L; c-p

p=l
dT w(1)w(l) = X(k-l) .r k-1 if T admits a Liouville measure (see Corollary 1.7);

k a(1)
k 3) lim (X(r)(x) + X(r) (x) = O

d r-+~ p m-p+1an .

j -1 .for alI 1 ~ p ~ m, if T is a symplectic diffeomorphism (see
a~ì = Il dT:(k-1) .r wV21- L (wk'ì, dT:(k-l) .r w,,(jY-1)wk'ìll Theorem 1.8; m is necessarily even in such case); this implies

j = 1 in particular property 2).

j- 1 These properties provide significative tests for the consi-
dT: ( Wk(jY-1- , (wij), dT: Wk(jY-

1) Wi'ì stency of our numerical computations. Actually we will
k-l).f .L (k-l).rWk(j) = I = 1 check properties l) and 3).

ak1) First, in Sec. 6, we consider two simple algebraic automor-
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phisms of the torus T6, where the LCEs are known analytical- LCEs are constant on T6, being given by the logarithms of

ly and can thus be compared with our numerical results. the moduli of the eigenvalues Àl' ..., À6 of the correspond-

Then, in Sec. 7, we report the results of the computation ing matrices. The eigenvalues of both matrices are real
of alI LCEs on two examples of symplectic nonlinear dif- and positive with moreover Àl = À61 , À2 = À51 and À3 = À41 ,

feomorphisms of the tori T4 and T6 respectively, studied where Àl ~ ...~ À6. For matrix A one has

previously by C. Froeschle and J. -P. Scheidecker [15- 21 ]. VS

Finally, in Sec. 8 we report the results on an Hamiltonian Àl = 5 + ..j24, À2 = 4 + Yl5, À3 = ~ ;

system with three degrees of freedom of interest in astro- 2

nomy (see [3 ]). AlI the computations were performed on
a CDC -CY76, with a precision of 14 digits. for matrix B one has

11 +..jiU
6 2 À = , À2 = 4 + ..ri""5 , À3 = l.

6. AIgebraic automorphisms of the tori T and T. 1 2

6.1. Consider the algebric automorphisms of the torus

T6 defined by the matrices In the particular case of algebraic automorphisms of the

2 5 O O O O torus, the computation scheme described above essential-

ly trivializes, because the knowledge of an orbit is irrelevant,
3 O O O O as dTt is independent of x.

x
O 4 5 O O Coming now to the numerical results, in Table I we report,

A = O 3 4 O O for matrices A and B respectively, the values of x~) at several

values of r (with s = 2), and correspondingly the exact values
O O O of X = In À for 1 ..;;p..;; 6. As one sees, the agreement is

p p
O O O excellent; in particular , notice that x~) and x<;) appear to tend

to zero with increasing r in case of matrix B, as expected.

490000
3 7 0 0 0 0 6.2. In this subsection we intend to illustrate on a very

simple example a fact already discussed in Sec. 1.2.3 and
0 0 0 0 related to the role of the random choice of the initial vectors

B = 0 0 0 in our method. Precisely we want to illustrate how it occurs

0 0 0 4 5 that, even if one happened to know exactly the subspaces

Ll' ...,Ls described in Sec. 1.2.1, one would not ingeneral
0 0 0 3 4 be able to compute the LCEs different from the maximal

one.

For such authomorphisms it is easily seel1 that all the Consider the well known Anosov automorphism of the

Table I Values ofXJ) for increasing r and exact values ofXp(p = I, ..., 6),for two a1gebraic
diffeomorphisms of the torus T6. up, matrix A; down, matrix B.

r xr) xq) xq) x!Jl x!r) x~)

2x10 2.284496 2.026829 0.886125 -0.875646 -1.830430 -2.491375

2 x 102 2.291635 2.057780 0.954794 -0,953746 -2.040080 -2.312383

2x103 2.2923522.063071 0.961661 -0.961556 -2.061101 -2.294427

2 x 104 2.292424 2.063401 0.962347 -0.962337 -2.063204 -2.292631

2 x 105 2.292431 2.063433 0.962416 -0.962415 -2.063414 -2.292452

exact va1. 2.292432 2.063437 0.962424 -0.962424 -2.063437 -2.292432

~
r xr) x~) xfJJ x~) x~) xf;J

2 x 10 2.382273 2.051932 0.061830 -0.052828 -1.052828 -2.562805

2 x 102 2.388801 2.062286 0.016703 -0.015802 -2.045126 -2.406862

2 x 103 2.389453 2.063322 0.002811 -0.002721 -2.061606 -2.391260

2 x 104 2.389519 2.063426 0.000396 -0.000387 -2.063254 -2.389700

2 x 105 2.389526 2.063436 0.000051 -0.0000s0 -2.063419 -2.389544

exact va1. 2.389526 2.063437 0.0 0.0 -2.063437 -2.389526
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This indicates, on the other hand, that the choice of the
initial vector is really unessential for the limit of xr) as r
increases: the unavoidable computational errors produce
in a sense themselves the good random choice.

torus T2 defined by the matrix

c=

vs-+ 1

2
I,e =

2

7. Symplectic diffeomorphims of T2 and T3.

7.1. We then come to the class of mappings studied by
C. Froeschle and J. .P. Scheidecker [ 15 -21 ]. Given functions
fl, ...,In, gEC1(Tl) and real numbers al' ...,an,b,
define the diffeomorphism Tn:T2n-';0T2n by the formula

with eigenvalues

3+V5
i\1 =

2

3-v5

2

À =
2

respectively; corrispondingly one has X1 = In À1 ~ 0.96242

and X2 = In À2 = -X1.
The problem is then that of the random choice of the

initial vector v in the computation of X1. In this connection
we lriade what a priori is the worst choice, i.e. the choice
v = e2 as far as allowed by the precision availab)e in the

col:nputer. More precisely, we performed two computations,
one with 14 digits (single precision) and the other one
with 28 digits (double precision); the graphs for xr) as a
f1.inction of r (with s = 5) in semilogarithmic scale for both
caSes are reported in Fig. I. As one sees, up to a certain
number of iterations (r = 15 for single precision) one has
withexcellent accuracy xr) = x2' but then xr) 'relaxes' to the
value of X1 ' and an excellent agreement is obtained at r = 5000.

The double precision ca1culation does not change substantial-

Iy the picture.

Imod

T is easily seen to be syìnplectic. Indeed, it is not diffi-
"

cult to recognize that one can write T" = T~2) o T~l), with

T~l):(ql'Pl' ...,q",P,,)-+(ql'ql +Pl' q",q" +P,,)
(mod 1 ), and
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q1 q1 +<f>1(P1'...'pJ For n>l and f1(x)=...=fn(x)=g(x)=sin(21rx), these

mappings were extensively studied by C. Froeschle and
P1 P1 J .-P. Scheidecker in order to investigate numerically the

~2) (mod l) t h t .
b h n' S oc as 1C e avlOUr m conservat1ve dynam1cal systems.

q q + <f> (P 1 ' ..., p) As in the present paper, one of their main motivations was
n n n n

to find a quantitative characterization of stochasticity b
yp p ,

n n numerical means.

where <f>1' ..., <f>n are suitable C2 functions on Tn such that

a<f>. a<f>. 7.2. As in refs. [ 15 -21 ], in our computations we con-

-.:.. = --.!.- 1 ~ i, j ~ n. sidered the particular case with al = a2 = ...= an = a and

apj api f1(x) = ...=In(x) = g(x) = sin (21rx); we restricted ourselves

Both T(l) and T(2) are easily seen to be symplectic, so to the cases n = 2 and n = 3.
n n

that the assertion follows. All the properties expected were always well satisfied.

As reported in Sec. 2 of [16 ], for n = 1 andf1 (X) :; sin (21rx), As an example, we report here in detail the results for n = 3,

this mapping was first studied numerically by J. B. Taylor, a = -1.3, b = 0.1, initial point (2.02,0.0, 2.1, 0.0,2.0,

and for n > 1 the coupling was suggested by V. I. Arnol'd. 0.02) and a certain choice of the orthonormal initial vectors

Table U. Values of xt) (p = I, ...,6) for increasing r, for the symplectic diffeomorphism

of the torus T6 described in Sec. 6.4, with a = -1.3 and b = 0.1. This is a reproduction of

the originai computer output. N stand for r, and columns I, ..., 6 give the values of

xr), ...,x~). NIT denotes s, MRANF is a parameter determining the choice of the initial

vectors, and x is the initial point.

DIFFEOMORFISMO SIMPLETTICO DI T6 A = -1.3000 B = .1000 NIT = 5

MRANF = 72 X = 2.020000 0.000000 2.100000 0.000000 2.000000 .020000

N 2 3 4 5 6

20 .4121611 .1194656 .2398909 -.0679061 -.3758162 -.3277954

30 .3646772 .1856021 .2360410 -.1052208 -.3515771 -.3295224

40 .3470904 .2088445 .2387275 -.1388676 -.3271262 -.3286685

50 .3289096 .2007709 .1818509 -.1034656 -.1034656 -.3139466

60 .3258403 .1758648 .1555377 -.0884135 -.2557816 -.3130476

70 .3084328 .1610597 .1791196 -.1219399 -.2292455 -.2974266

80 .3223415 .1672005 .1884534 -.1436579 -.2216008 -.3127366

90 .3001481 .1572982 .1807813 -.1396294 -.2069888 -.2916094

100 .3009585 .1493404 .1782684 -.1361945 -.1990987 -.2932743

150 .2888098 .1305598 .1372077 -.r017339 -.1711566 -.2836869

200 .3005112 .1367010 .1212868 -.0953479 -.1664822 -.2966690

300 .3167323 .1788885 .1412835 -.1239887 -.1987448 -.3141709

400 .3240881 .2027679 .1454247 -.1324535 -.2176601 -.3221670

500 .3218351 .2045817 .1372134 -.1268364 -.2164955 -.3202982

600 .3183492 .1973574 .1157330 -.107~856 -,2072856 -.3170685

700 .3104468 .1859672 .1028201 -.0954D80 -.1944770 -.3093490

800 .2767328 .1683017 .0896053 -.0831197 -.1757478 -.2757723

900 .2666977 .1579358 .0871346 -.0813696 -.1645546 -.2658439

1000 .2815218 .1668228 .0846656 -.0794771 -.1727797 -.2807533

1500 .2860493 .1623812 .0842781 -.0808191 -.1663524 -.2855370

2000 .2827132 .1612266 .0713370 -.0687427 -.1642050 -.2823290

3000 .2615787 .1472668 .0568258 -.0550964 -.1492524 -.2613266

4000 .2627822 .1562465 .0631354 -.0618383 -.1577358 -.2625901

5000 .2706865 .1661837 .0751892 -.0741515 -.1673751 -.2705328

6000 .2728352 .1660005 .0759935 -.0751288 -.1669933 -.2727071

7000 .2751820 .1612787 .0725960 -.0718548 -.1621297 -.2750722

8000 .2779396 .1670155 .0773464 -.0766979 -.1677601 -.2778436

9000 .2823514 .1726819 .0814731 -.0808966 -.1733437 -.2822660

10000 .2807277 .1727627 .0826372 -.0821184 -.1733584 -.2806509

15000 .2798260 .1629693 .0785996 -.0782537 -.1633664 -.2797748

20000 .2742772 .1562314 .0666724 -.0664139 -.1565293 -.2742388

30000 .2768470 .1587190 .0694155 -.0692426 -.1589176 -.2768214

40000 .2802275 .1621745 .0715218 -.0713921 -.1623235 -.2802083

50000 2736771 .1564921 .0670153 -:0669115 -.1566112 -.2736617

60000 .2744946 .1534938 .0642834 -.0641970 -.1535931 -.2744818

70000 .2750415 .1549048 .0649279 -.0648537 -.1549899 -.2750306

80000 .2781428 .1596466 .0679999 -.0679350 -.1597211 -.2781332

90000 .2800605 .1620065 .0668312 -.0667735 -.1620727 -.2800520

100000 .2779343 .1596567 .0648798 -.0644280 -.1597163 -.2779267

150000 ;2747565 .1542743 .0611924 -.0611578 -.1543140 -.2747514

200000 .2739936 .1555098 .0614087 -.0613827 -.1555396 -.2739898

300000 .2724579 .1527992 .0601472 -.0601299 -.1528190 -.2724553

400000 .2735160 .1537142 .0603894 -.0603765 -.1537290 -.2735141

500000 2725962 .1532106 .0600644 -.0600541 -.1532225 -.2725946
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v1' ..., v6. The results are reported in TabIe II, which is a

reproduction of the originaI computer's output. In the

TabIe, NIT denotes s(= 5), MRANF is a parameter which o
determines the choice of the initiaI vectors, N stands for 10

r and runs from 20 to 5 x 105 and the coIumns l, 2, ..., 6
.

th I f (r) (r)
glve e va ues O X1 ' ..., X6 .

First of all one observes that the quantities X~) appear "
to approach rather well defined limits with increasing r. This \
property is better visualized if the results are plotted in a ~~...~-~~"~~==- -p= 1

'0-0 --0,0-""' op;;-~.0..~~"'i" graph in a log-log scale; such graphs will be shown below ',., "",;C -

... hhd d th .. t . ldt ,A.~.~.
m connectlon Wlt t e epen ence on e ml la a a. ~. '..;.J:i;~.~...: ~""",,:.,,.., p=2

From the Table one observes furthermore that property ,\\ ,: ~:..,:0-.::..:~.~IP'"...".::~.,"..,~",~,-.".".,., , ' ..'"
3) is well satisfied. More precisely, in Table III we re- o."~' .\,.

a \
port, for increasing values of r, the corresponding values of "\ \\

X (r) + X (r) X (r) + X (r) X (r) + X (r) as com puted from Table II. 0\ '.~ ..-,1 6 ' 2 5 ' 3 4 ' '0 ;\, .,!.!.o\ .~ ' . p -3h b h h t t d t .th ...; " o~.\ .\ ~ -
one t us o serves t at t ey appear o en o zero, Wl ri ..~.\\ 'i co ;\.,A;~ \\.ceoe,eo! 00 ,increasing r, with remarkable regularity (as l/r). '00 ! .o

! o,,"

Table III. Values of xr)+x<t), x~)+x~), x~)+~) for increasing r, !
obtained from Table Il. ,

!

r x!p + x!l) X~) + X~) X~) + x!1 /.
" !

-..
5x10 1.lxI0-3 3.0xI0-2 2.9xI0-2 j
5x102 1.lxio-4 2.9xI0-3 2.8xI0-3 10 .10 10 10 1

r
5 x 103 1.1 x 10-5 2.9 x 10-4 2.8 x 10-4

5 x 104 1.1 x 10-6 2.9 x 10-5 2.8 x 10-5
5 x 105 "' 1 x 10-7 2.9 x 10-6 2.8 x 10-6 Figure 2. X}:) as a function of r (p = 1,2, 3) for the symplectic diffeo-

morphism T 3 of the torus T6, wiht a = -1.3, b = 0.1 and three differ-
ent sets of initial data: dots, (2.02, 0.0, 2.1, 0.0,2.0,0.02); squares,

( ) (2.02,0.01, 2.1,0.0, 2.0,0.02); circles, (1.4,0.9, 3.1,2.6, 0.1,0.25).
For what concerns the independence of X; from s, we

have checked it in severa1 cases; for example, by chang-
ing s from 5 to 1 we got a TabIe analogous to TabIe Il, with 7.3. In genera1, a point of great interest in the study of

exactly alI the same numbers. a modeI is how different are the LCEs from each other and

Finally, for what concerns the independence from the how they depend on the initial data. Although this is not

choice of the initial vectors, we report as an example the our primary concern here, we report however some resu1ts as

results corresponding to a computation with initia1 data as in an indication of the possibilities offered by our technique.
Table Il, apart from the choice of the initial vectors. This Thus in Fig. 2 we give a graph for X~)(p = l, 2,3) as a

is shown in Table IV which gives, for increasing va1ues of r, function of r in log-log scale for the same mapping considered

the corresponding values of !J.X~), namely the difference above and three different sets of initial data, indicated in the

between X~) in the fIrSt and in the second computation. figure caption (one set isjust that ofTablell).Asanticipated,

From this Table one observes that actually !J.X;) appears one sees that the indication of convergence is quite good;

to go to zero, with increasing r, with a remarkable regularity the separation between the limit values is evident, as is the

(again as llr). The example of Sec. 6.2 also provides a good independence form the sets of inital data. The independence

check of the independence form the choice of the initial from the initia1 data suggests that the three initia1 points on

vectors. the torus belong to the same 'stochastic component'. An anal-

Table lV .Showing the independence of the computed LCEs from the choice of the initial vectors. Ax(r) denotes
the difference , at given r, between the values of X(r) (p = l, ..., 6) computed in two cases diffenftg just for
the choice of the initial vectors vl' ..., v6. p

r t.xr) t.x~) t.x~) t.xf4) t.x~) t.x~)

5 x 10 8.3 x 10-3 9.9 x 10-2 -2.9 x 10-2 -5.3 x 10-2 2.5 x 10-2 '- 2.4 x 10-2

5 x 102 8.4 x 10-4 1.2 x 10-2 -8.0 x 10-3 -5.2 x 10-3 2A x 10-3 -2.5 x 10-3

5 x 103 8.4 x 10-5 1.2 x 10-3 -8.0 x 10-4 -5.2 x 10-4 2.4 x 10-4 -2.5 x 10-4

5 x 104 8A x' 10-6 1.2 x 10-4 -8.0 x 10-5 -5.2 x 10-5 2.4 x 10-5 -2.5 x 10-5

5 x 105 "' 8 x 10-7 1.2 x 10-5 -7.9 x 10-6 -5.2 x 10-6 2.4 x 10-6 -2.5 x 10-6
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Denote by x = (q, p) E R6 a point in the phase space

of our system, and 1et {Tt} denote as usua1 the Hamiltonian
1 tlow induced by the Hamiltonian (l) in R6. In this case

the tangent space T x R 6 is canonically isomorphic to R 6.

Then, given a point x E r h c R6 and an initia1 vector v E R6,

one has to compute the evolved points Tt x and the evolved

vectors dT; v, whose coordinates satisfy the Hamiltonian
---

...equations with Hamiltonian H and the corresponding varia-

V\~/~:::;~~~~i=~ p=1 tiona1 (i.e. 1inearized) equations respectively.
( ';\, / We are thus interested in the LCEs of the tlow {Tt}, the

Xp A "i'",4Q ".A-o."",,",',.., restriction to r h of the tlow { Tt} , and in this connection

;;'.. f:.. ~,:';;.~:.-. ~..., \~ ..the relevant framework is provided by Corollary I.9. Namely,
10" , '\.:'",1 ...,.v/...\,.. .:';::' ,;~:: / ':~;;$:.?:::::;-:~::~P=2 we can make reference to the tlow {Tt} on R6 and compute

.' r .., ~ ...,' ' ,::.. ,,"' -". its LCEs for a given x. These are known a priori to be of

...r the form

X1 (x) ~ x2(x) ~ x3(x) = O"= -x3(x) ~ -xfx) ~ -X1 (x).

The Corollary I.9 insures that the LCEs of the tlow { T: } at

x are equa1 to
10 10 10 10 10

r X1(x) ~ xfx) ~ X3(x) = 0 ~ -xfx) ~ -X1(x).

Figure 3. Same as Fig. 2 for the symplectic diffeomorphism T 2 of the For what concerns the numerica1 method, the Hamiltonian
torus T4, with a = -1.3, b = 0.2 and three different sets of initial data: as we11 as the corresponding variationa1 equations were integ-

dots, (2.0,0.08,2.1,0.05); squares, (1.4, 1.S, 0.3,1.9); circles, (2.0, rated by a centraI point method correct up to third order,
0.0,2.1,0.0). with an integration step T in the interva1 0.005 .;;;T .;;;0.1.

Our results were checked to be independent ofthe integration
ogous graph for the mapping T 2 : T4 -+- T4 is given in Fig. 3; step in this range.

here a = -1.3, b = 0.2, and the initia1 data are indicated

in the figure caption. 8.2. Having reca11ed these generaI facts, we pass now to

As an indication of the dependence of the LCEs on the describe the properties already established in [3] for this

parameters of the mapping Tn' consider for example the mode1 through numerica1 computations of the maxima1

mapping T3 with initia1 point (2.02,0.0,2.1 ,0.0, 2.0,0.02). LCE x. The connected compact component r of
With a = 2.5, b = 0.1 one obtains X1 = 0.681, X2 = 0.510, the ene~gy surface with energy H = 0.09 was foundO': be

X3 = 0.250, while from Fig. 2 one infers that with a = -1.3, sub.divided into threedisjoint invariant regions:

b = 0.1 one has 0.273, 0.154, 0.061 I:espectively for the l) A 1arge stochastic region, with X = 0.03,

same initia1 point. 2) an 'ordered' region, with X1 = 0,1

3) an 'intermediate' region.

A. An Hamiltonian system. The-Iast region is of stochastic type, because on it one

8.1. We conclude with the study of an Hamiltonian tlow has X1 > O;on the other hand it hasanintermediatecharacter,

(see Sec. I.4.3). Precisely, we consider the mode1 of three namely is '1ess stochastic' that the first one, because on it

harmonic oscillatators coupled by cubic terms in the co- X1 takes values significantly smaller than 0.03. Actually such

ordinates, as described by the Hamiltonian region appears to be subdivided into severa1 disjoint invariant
components with different values of X1; for example X1 =

~ UJi 2 2 2 2 (1) = 0.005 and X1 = 0.002.
H(q, p) = i~ 2 (qi + Pi ) + q 1q2 + q 1 q3' The regions of the types 1 ),2), 3) are called, in a descripti-

ve way which generalizes an established use, 'big sea', 'islands'

where q = (q1' q2' q3)' p = (P1' P2'P3)E R3; UJ1= 1, UJ2 = and 'sma11 seas' respectively. The coexistence of stochastic

= V2, UJ3 = V3. This mode1, suggested by G. Contopoulos, components (seas) and ordered regions (islands) was well

is of some interest in astronornica1 problems, and has recently known since the first numerica1 studies on the onset of

been investigated numerica:l1y for what concerns both its stochasticity in dynamica1 systems [22], while the existence

maxima1 LCE and its formaI integra1s of motion [3 ]. On this of intermediate regions (smal1. seas) was reported only re-

example we want to il1ustrate a possible significance of the cently [23 ]. In the paper [3] the 1atter fact was c0nfirmed

additiona1 information provided by knowledge of the LCEs and a1so an attempt was made to chafacterize such partia1-

different from the maxima1 one. For this mode1 the energy 1y stochastic regions in terms of formaI integra1s of motion.

surfaces H(q, p) = h have a unique compact component rh It is then very natura1 to try to see how these intermediate

for each h in an interva1 0 < h < h ~ 0.097, and al1 the nume- regions behave with respect to the LCEs.

rica1 computations were performed, as in [3 ], on the compact
component rh with h = 0.09. 8.3. As said before, we computed the LCEs for the tlow
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IIJ .C .X ,\ \ !\,... " -.
p -3 ...\,\ ..c. .~'. 10 ,. I. c, , -~/ '1;~~:;P~3 1 .\'\\~ ."",.,C'..~,"'-'P 2

10 .., ,
:'O:: '...,

.3\.P
10

102

10-5
102 t F. Sam F. 4 .th ... al ..

mall19ure 6. e as Ig. WI tnltl pomt m a «S sea..
energies (0.0085, 0.00815,0.0).

Figure 4. X~) (p = 1, 2, 3) as a function of t for the Hamil~°nian ~s- .
tem of three degrees of freedom of Contopoulos. Two orblts are glV- In Figs. 4, 5, 6 we report typical results obtal ed fo
en with initial points in the «big sea.. These are ~etermined by the the big sea, the ordered region and a small sea respe tiv Iy
three harmonic energies: dots, (0.01, 0.01,0.07); clrcles, (0.03,0.03, The graphs give x(t) as a function of t in log-log sca e

0.03). p .
h .

t= 1,2,3), where t = rT, r havmg t e same meanm

in the previous section and T being the integratio s ep
-2 The initial condititions were defined assigning ar it

10 values to the 'harmonic energies' of the oscillators l' E2

E3' with vanishing values for the coordinates, i.e. ql 2
O./ ' = q3 = ,

'", .,
163 .,.'. 1 {2E; .

.'"'. p. = V~ (I = 1,2,3),(t) ..,:.:::~::'.;::,::;.;:', J w;

Xp \ i ~ '\ , , ~. with given values for E1, E2' E3' indicated in each fi ur

\~ \ !\ ..."', .10..~ ~: \ j \ '.,- "'. p-1 captlon." , , ..'. -, ';/', r,. .'.-."":" In the fIgures, X~) appears to tend to zero as ex c ed

V '..,.., ;~2 For what concerns Xl and X2' they appear to vanish in th

'",. ordered region (Fig. 5) and to be both positive (wit 1
-5 c', > X2 as expected) in the big sea (Fig. 4).

10 =- '\.\ Coming finally to the small sea (Fig. 6), which is th p in

\ of main interest, Xl appears to be positive there, it
\. value smaller than in the big sea, as already known, w il

p=3
the behaviour of X~) thereby is not completely ci ar, al

16e -L ~ ,l though one might appear to be justified in guessin i i
102 103 104 105 tending to zero. In any case, it is certain that the be avi u

t of X~) is very different there than in the big sea; th s u

Figure 5. Same as Fig. 4 with initial point in the «ordered region.. Har- results appear to confIrm those already obtained [3
monic energies (0.0005,0.0895,0.0). through the study of formai integrals, and indicatin t a

the small seas actually present an intermediate ch a te
defined on R6. Because of the Hamiltonian character of the between stochasticity and order. We hope to ret m t
tlow, one knows a priori that Xp = -X6-p + 1 for p = I, 2, 3; this intriguing problem in the future.

this property was very well satisfied, so that we just report

the results for Xl' X2' X3. Moreover, in agreement with
the theoretical prediction, we always found X3 = O. Recived: 5 October 1979.
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